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About This Content

Embraer’s 145LR is a 50 passenger variant of the Brazilian Embraer Regional Jet (ERJ) line-up. Launched at the Paris Air Show
in 1989, the 145LR was intended to offer greater speed and comfort than the turboprop aircraft typically in use at the time.

The LR suffix indicates a long-range variant with increased fuel capacity. The turbofan engines are controlled by Full Authority
Digital Engine Controls (FADECs) which monitor numerous engine functions, all of which have been authentically replicated in

the FSX: Steam Edition incarnation of this beautiful aircraft.

The 145LR for FSX: Steam Edition, from FeelThere, includes a separate configuration tool used to customize the way you fly
your aircraft. You can access this tool via the Tools menu on the Steam client.

Features

Highly detailed ERJ 145LR model with virtual cockpit and cabin.

Photorealistic 2D panel with five photo-realistic subpanels.

Ultra-realistic flight model.

Configuration tool with customisation of aircraft load, unit measurements, start up condition, etc.

CALL! (First officer and flight attendant simulation) included (opened with Shift + 6).
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Custom XML instruments and animations inside and outside.

Fully interactive virtual cockpit with custom switches and knobs.

Ground proximity warning system (GPWS).

TCAS II with audio -visual Traffic Advisory and Resolution Advisory system.

Realistic and detailed systems including pneumatics, hydraulics, pressurisation, bleed air, air conditioning, FADEC with
ATTCS function, and self-test.

Accurate autopilot with over speed and stall recovery systems.

APU simulated with correct fuel consumption.

Accurate and complex FMS.

Embraer factory paint scheme.
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This is a fun game quite similar to the first one, but also completely different with a wide array of new traps, skills and enemies.

The graphics may put you off at first but with everything that goes on you'll be glad that they aren't high end. it is a fun game to
sit down with and just murder hordes of enemies.. Funny, casual and cheap, in the good sence. Not complementing the graphics
and it's early stage, this is actually a fun game to play. Has enough potential to write a review

For the Dev, plz add more stores, please make a better health bar, and some hit sounds. Thumbs up for the general stability. I
got this on sale. Glad I didn't pay full price. Game starts off really nice with a nice story book intro. Then you're stuck with a
stationary wave shooter.

That wouldn't be so bad if it were semi-interesting, but the enemy types are pretty uninspired. They just walk slowly towards
you. The aiming seems odd too with a targeting reticle always in the distance. Throwing a grendate is also very weird.

Just a very bland game overall. There's so many wave shooters and this one is just average to below average honestly.

I played this with Oculus Rift and Touch contollers do work.

Rating 4\/10 bleh. Grid is the collection of sequels to NFS Pro Street you never thought you needed.. Old Mc.Donald had a
farm, HAD!. Great vr game for a small price. Works with Windows Mixed Reality headsets extremely nice, but I recommend
checking the controller configuration in the steam-overlay out first! There are much better Controller layouts for the Mixed
Reality motion-controller, where you can use the joysticks instead of the touchpads.. In ZRoll you will encounter many difficult
levels. This is incorrect
In ZRoll you will encounter the 1 and only level 6 times at different times of the day. This is correct

Pros
300 easy achievements if you concider this a pro?
Trading Cards

Cons
1 Level
Cant control the ball in the air
Can be buggy sometimes
The 1 level it has takes about the same time to complete as a demo for any other game would
This game should be Free.
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Stop! You are become to zombie!. This is a great pickup-and-play game. It satisfies a primal urge that we, as humans, have to
move large mounds of things. If you find yourself lying awake at night wondering what it all means, this game is for you!

At first I was having a lot of trouble controlling my plow (I've never driven a plow before), but once I started driving on the
roads instead of through the snow I had a much easier time. I think I'll apply this lesson to my real life driving techniques as
well.

Love the music too! Good variety of tracks to keep your ears happy. The humming of your beastly plow motor can be a bit
harsh at times, but not so much that it ruins the experience.

10\/10 would plow again... wait, that's not how I meant it... I- ... I will play this game.

. Very relaxing - until the challenge level ramps up. Then it gets something else entirely.
Don't be fooled! This game is a hardcore puzzler at heart despite its cute appearance.

The streams mechanic is fairly unique and makes for interesting puzzles, both of the twitchy and the thoughtful kind.
Definitely a game I plan to go back to.

Also it's a steal. So if you have some interest in puzzle games, do yourself a favor and give this gem a shot (there is a demo).
You might be pleasantly surprised.

Also: Very good soundtrack!
. alright, so black ops 1 is easily one of the best COD titles ever, and likely will remain so. HOWEVER, the folks at aspyr sure
must have spent the entire time they were supposed to be porting this game to OSX... with all ten of their fingers and thumbs up
their rear ends. as stated in other reviews, past the third level the game simply is broken. my experience with the third level has
been: if you die or reload a check point, youre f'd. white screen. the longest ive waited to see if this white screen will do
anything is 2 hours. ive been playing with the lowest settings at the lowest res.

Yet.. with all said and done... being able to play this game at all on my macbook pro is a nice experience. that should be
testament to both the quality of BO1 and my love for it.

I DONT WANT MY MONEY BACK, I WANT THE GAME I PAID FOR TO WORK AS IT WAS INTENDED

TL;DR terribly bugged port, aspyr folks are shmucks, yet bo1 remains incredible

Add me, we'll play some zombies!. This game has been an absolute blast! I see moba style games coming in the near future
thanks to ideas that this game has implemented to semi-similar games of the overall same genre. Wave based, tower defense,
upgradable weaponry, decent teleport system, and downright pretty.
Oh yeah, did I mention it's hard?
(She told me so, but I had already been aware)

I've been enjoying trying to figure out the best way to spend my loot in order to die in the most lengthy possible way. I've gotten
to the centaur-type boss on level 6 once.

I hope very much that this game gets a multiplayer mode with co-op and head to head, I want the bowstring to be closer to my
body... maybe further away from the bow-hand controller is a better way to put it. I feel like I'm constantly trying to destroy
endless waves of demons and constantly being trolled by an invisible, and slightly imaginary, bowstring. That bowstring is rude.
There is a bit of blur at a distance but for the most part I get it. I really think that this is due to our machines not setup correctly
within control panel and the likes. I've fiddled with more settings and steamvr resets than I'd like to remember. I am confused
why fps can say it's hanging out at a balmy 60ish on ultra settings yet it doesn't appear to be the case. Maybe, this is merely it's
interpretation of repro+fps or something else above my head (I'd put money down on the latter).

TLDR; thanks guys! It's been super fun so far and I cant wait to see where this takes you guys. Fellow Vive owners, buy this
game, give valuable info about said game so we can further these sorts of projects, get ready to grab life by your ankles because
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this is a very fun but challenging game that will not hold your hand or call you back.. Some great game ideas looking forward to
better game play, keep up the good work!. I LOVE Eets! I remember when I first found the demo for Eets: Chowdown, and I
was in love! This puzzle\/thinking game is great for anyone who loves cute and silly things, while wanting a challenge at the
same time! Did I mention that YOU can make your own puzzles in this game? Yeah, it's that awesome! This is why this game
should win an award!. If you are going to present as something that should be a free flash game. Don't use licensed logos such as
Billabong, Sony and Subway to sell your product. That's before we talk about car stuff, including WRC..
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=p7AI8U-NNYA
[review]Hold up, press shift, x4. win. Receive some change. Do this 10+ times to 'level up' for bonus cash. No ranks or
leaderboards. Most 'licensed' cars and parts cost too much and require higher levels. About the most detailed thing you do is
tweak gear ratio. Cheap or not, it's mind-numbing.[\/review]
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